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The Week in Review 

6th Grade Earth and Space Science & Geography 

During Science class this week, sixth graders received the study guide on the seasons and presented 
their projects. Those students who mad models described how their model demonstrates the sea-
sons and the cause of day and night.  

In Geography, the students took the quiz on Canada's landscape and bodies of water. They made cor-
rections the following day. Based on the grades from the first round of tests, students need to re-
member to study and take their time on tests.  

The sixth grade also completed the classroom Geography Bee! Congratulations to Sophia, Caius, Aidan 
Moon, Zac, Brendan and the 6th grade alternate, Lawrence!  

Students were given some time to work on their research for History Day.  

7th Grade Life Science & Early U.S. History 

The seventh graders focused on identifying their hypothesis and variables for Science Fair. Those 
students completing an engineering project completed a Design Brief worksheet. The class also began 
the next chapter on Biodiversity with a lab and watched about 20 minutes of the documentary “Life.” 
They were able to recall a lot of information from earlier chapters!  

In history class, the students made corrections to their quiz and were able to begin the next lesson. 
The class is learning about the end of the American Revolution and the strategies used by Washington 
to win the war. They analyzed reasons why America won.  

In addition to school work, the seventh graders competed classroom Geography Bee! Congratulations 
to Andrew, Hailey Murphy, Hailey Wickenheiser, Blaise, and Eddie! The class is still competing to find an 
alternate!  

8th Grade Physical Science & Modern U.S. History 

In science class this week, eighth graders have been presenting their lessons on Balancing Chemical 
Equations! Their lessons provided a lot of extra practice time in preparation for the upcoming test.  

The eighth grade class created clickbait Twitter posts that modeled the Yellow Journalism used dur-
ing the age of Imperialism. They were also able to begin the chapter on the causes of World War I.   

 

Looking Ahead 
6th Grade Earth and Space Science & Geography 

 Next week, 6th graders will learned about the history of Canada.  
 In science class, the students will review for their test and complete it on Tuesday, February 7. 

Sixth grade will begin the next unit on Earth science.  
 
7th Grade Life Science & Early U.S. History 
 In History class, students will complete notes on Lesson 4 and complete a quiz tentatively on 

Tuesday, February 7.  
 In science class, the students will begin notes for the chapter on Biodiversity.  
 
8th Grade Physical Science & Modern U.S. History 
 In History class, 8th grade will continue to take notes from the chapter on World War I. Quiz ten-

tatively scheduled for Friday, February 10. Eighth gradewill also compete in a class Geography Bee. 
 During science class, the students will take the test on Balancing Chemical Equations on Monday, 

February 6. They will then begin the next unit on Energy. 

Thank you for all that you do to make our school great! 


